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Funk  soul with a little bit of pop 13 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban, URBAN/R&B: Soul

Details: Desi Desi  the singer  His big warm vocals, surrounded by heart pleasing rhythmic grooves that

gives sincerity to those his music touches. Desi, born in Wilmington North Carolina and raised in

Washington D.C. has a flavor that fuses a combination of R&B, Pop and a inspirational blend. You feel

the influence of passion and pain of the late Marvin Gaye, the sincerity of Stevie Wonder and the silky

smoothness of the late Luther Vandross in every song he sings. A balladeer at heart, Desi thrives off of

true love songs that reveal the inner soul of a man. Along the way, Desi has appeared on the Arsenio Hall

show, Ricki Lake, Fox NV Broadcast Live and has shared the stage with many great entertainers such as

Angela Bofill, Jeffrey Osborne, the Late Mary Wells and sang the National Anthem for the Bruce Seldom

vs Mike Tyson fight. Desis band Clientelle, a passionate, funk, R&B groovin' unit, has been performing in

the United States (Southeast and Los Angeles California Areas). Golden Lady- A great soulful mixture of

R&B, giving spiritual overtones, classic lead guitar, slick grooves and fireplace/candlelight ballads. This

compilation of heart felt material will surely bring soon to be lovers closer to the point of a emotional

explosion. Desi brings back the honest and pure love vibration that is missing from most music today.

Desi delivers the lyrics that every man feels and wants to tell his woman  and what every woman longs to

hear from her man. Desi's style is eloquent, passionate, powerful, smooth, silky, charismatic and sincere.

This artist will have couples falling in love for many lifetimes, so in your lifetime, let Desi's emotional

confession be your love testimony - GOLDEN LADY
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